LS4 Fusion of Flavours
1. Magic Restroom Cafe, Los Angeles
The idea of sitting on a toilet in public is the stuff of nightmares, but that hasn't stopped the Magic Restroom
making loos the focus of its new themed restaurant in LA. In fact, toilet-themed restaurants are nothing new
– Taiwan’s' Modern Toilet where chocolate ice-cream is served in toilet-shaped dishes is well-documented.
Inspired by its success, Magic Restroom owner YoYo Li has introduced toilets as seats and a mix of Asian and
western food – like zha jiang mian, named "constipation" on the menu, braised pork over rice, ("smells-like-poop"),
and sundaes like chocolate "black poop” served, of course, in miniature toilet bowls. Revolting and disturbing in
equal measure.
2. Fish Cafe, Vietnam
A cafe in Vietnam is named Fish Cafe. Well, but if you thought this was a cafe where you can binge on different
types of fish, you’re wrong. Cafe Ikan is a three-floor coffee shop. The first floor looks pretty normal, but the
second and third floors are flooded with ankle-deep water, filled with swimming fish. One of the floors is dedicated
to smaller fish, while the other is teaming with carp. So, you can take your pick who you want to have your coffee
with. All you need to do is take your shoes off, sanitise your feet and take your seats, with fish very likely to nibble
at your toes. The cafe also claims to use a 24-hour water filtration system to keep the water clean.

3. Disaster Café, Barcelona
Normally, we are terrified of earthquakes, but at Disaster Cafe in Spain, diners pay to experience a simulated 7.8
quake, while enjoying a meal. The cafe is very normal-looking on the outside. But once you step in, you’ll realize
things aren’t as normal as they seemed. Firstly, the staff wear construction helmets and other safety equipment, and
when the food comes you’ll also realize the dishes are a lot heavier than normal. And even before you realize, the
lights go off, everything starts shaking and women are heard screaming. There’s nothing you can do but wait it out
and hope for the best. Unlike during natural quakes of this magnitude, there are never any serious injuries
at Disaster Café. In fact all you have to remember is not to wear you’re finest outfit, because spilled drinks and
food are very common here.
4. Dans le Noir, Paris

Run entirely by blind waiters who lead guests to their seats with casual ease, the Dans le Noir restaurant is designed
to introduce people to a new world of the senses. The 'surprise menu' is created by famous French chef Olivier
Romain. Diners sit together at long tables and must rely on their senses to eat their three-course meal. Simple
things like filling your glass, talking with your friends or using utensils become utterly different when surrounded
by total darkness. Customers are known to raise their voices when they can't see their friends, and waiters will
sometimes remind them that they're shouting! It’s an experience like no other.
Adapted from: https://curlytales.com/10-of-the-worlds-weirdest-restaurants-that-are-sure-to-make-you-go-eww/
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